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Introduction

Regulatory Cells, regulatory immune cells, and regulatory 
lymphocytes are terms denoted to immunosuppressive lymphocytes 
RLS. RLS functioned both in the innate and adaptive immune 
responses and their functions mainly in down regulation of immune 
over-reaction and/or immune unwanted reactions that served as 
cellular bases for anergy, tolerance and suppression. Major regulatory 
subsets mapped both in human health and disease are: NK reg., B reg., 
and T reg. [1-15]. The present opinion tempts to reveal the actual roles 
played by regulatory lymphocytes in COVID-19 in a comparative 
attitude and show case analysis.

Ontogeny

The primordial mother cell, the heamopoietic stem cells of all 
of immune cells was found in fetal liver in the pregnant woman. 
As gestation proceeds it will migrate to fetal bone marrow and 
remained there in postnatal life and adulthood life. In bone marrow 
the haemopoietic stem cells differentiated into three progenitor 
cell types; the myeloid, the lymphoid and the lympho-myeloid. The 
lymphoid cell descend from the lymphoid progenitor cells through 
the action of haemopoietic cytokines. Lymphoid cells within the 
continuum of bone marrow microenvironments either stay therein 
and differentiated in to naïve B cells or trafficked and migrate to 
thymus. In thymic tissue niche naïve cells undergoes thymic negative 
and positive selection through thymic proteins and cytokines then 
mature to be T cells [15]. In two groups of infants, first healthy while 
the second was premature and stressed. Cord blood lymphocytes 
were separated from both groups and their phenotypes compared. 
The phenotyping process was done by fluorometric analysis. This 
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analysis had shown that early third trimester cord blood lymphocytes 
were as 80-85% fetal T cells belongs to T4+ inducer population and 
10% as T8+ suppressor/ cytokine subsets. As gestation proceeds, the 
T4 and T8 ratio shifts towards adults value together with increase in 
expression of mature antigen T12. The naïve B cells differentiated 
into antigens of B1, B2 and B 4 were not changed during gestation 
of normal healthy infants. Antenatal stress which threatens fetal 
survival leads to the appearance of phenotypically less mature B cells 
in circulation for both of the lineages than expected for the gestational 
age. Cells expressing very early B cell markers B2, B4 increase and 
exceed the numbers of the more mature B1+ cells in the cord blood 
most notably due to hypoxic stress during antenatal condition [1]. 
The fetal blood from fetuses in the second trimester of gestation 
were collected, lymphocyte separated and analyzed by monoclonal 
antibody two color immune-fluorescence technique as well as flow 
cytometry. Lymphocyte surface markers were evaluated. The study 
indicate that cells of B, T and NK lineages as well as precursor cells 
can be detected in fetal blood at 18 to 20 weeks of gestation. During 
this stage of development variable proportions of T & B cells express 
surface molecules such as CD 1, CD10, CD38, CD45RA indicative of 
precursor or naïve state; on the other hand the CD57 molecules is not 
detectable on membrane of NK and T cells and the RO isoform of 
CD45 leukocyte antigens is synthesized at low percentages of T cells. 
Such findings suggest that the observed phenotypic peculiarities of 
lymphoid cells might be due to the inductive easiness of tolerance that 
occur in early ontogenic stages of the immune system [2]. T, B and 
NK lymphocytes and their respective phenotypic subsets originate 
from bone marrow stem cells and their progenitor lineages. Lymphoid 
cell that migrate to the thymus receive signals through notch commit 
to the T cell lineage. The lineage development in human beings is 
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critically dependent on IL7 for T cell, IL 4 for B cell and IL15 for NK 
cells. The specificity and diversity of lymphocytes are gained during 
the process of generation TCR in T cells and BCR in B cells. The T 
and B cell repertoire is determined by random variable V, diversity 
D and joining J somatic gene segments that recombine with an 
imprecise addition of nucleotides at the segment connection. This 
recombination is performed by an enzyme complex known as VDJ 
recombinase that contains the recombination activation gene RAG. 
RAG proteins expressed onto B & T cells. Successful recombination is 
determined by the expression of a functional antigen receptor which 
allows survival and durability of development [3].

Molecular Biology of Lymphocytes

In an experimental setting for a human lymphocyte cell line that 
was irradiated with 12C ion beams at; 0, 0.1, 0.5 and 2.0 Gy. The 
transcriptional profiles were evaluated by human gene expression 
microarray method at 24 hr. post-irradiation. In accordance with 
microarray assays, there are 1113 genes were up regulated and 833 
genes were down regulated in human lymphocyte irradiated with 0.1 
Gy 12C ion beams compared to the control group. 1095 genes were 
up regulated and 1220 down regulated in cells irradiated with 0.5 Gy 
12C ion beams and 1055 genes were up regulated and 1356 genes were 
down regulated with 2.0 Gy. A total sum of 504 genes were differentially 
expressed in all irradiated groups of which 88 were up regulated and 
416 were down regulated. Most of these altered genes were related to; 
cell cycle, apoptosis, signal transduction, DNA transcription, repair 
and replication. Thus, the differentially expressed genes at 24 hr post-
irradiation increased as irradiation dose increased, up regulated genes 
gradually decreased and down regulated genes increased. 12C ion 
beams irradiation could express a number of genes in dose dependent 
manner which might initiate failure of multiple biological functions 
of the cell [4].

Lymphocyte Functional Phenotypes and Subsets

Lymphocytes are white blood cells that forms parts of the systemic 
and mucosal immune system with uniform appearance and varied 
functions. Bone marrow derived cells, the B cells are involved in the 
innate immune function of antigen presenting cells, adaptive antibody 
and IL10 responses. T cells functions in; cell mediated immune 
response, TH1, TH2, Th17 cytokine production as well as delayed type 
IV hypersensitivity reactions. TH17 take part in the immune cross-
road functions both for innate and adaptive responses. Regulatory T 
cells the T regs. are  commited in down regulation of over-immune 
and/or unwanted immune reactions. Natural killer cell the NK 

interplay direct cell mediated cytotoxicity of virus and tumor cells. NK 
includes innate and adaptive phenotypes [LaRosa and Orange 2008, 
National human genome institute 2022 [3,5].

Regulatory Lymphocyte Subsets

The B, T and NK lymphocytes are expressing regulatory 
phenotypes as; B reg., T reg. and NK reg. All of which are involved 
in down regulation of immune over and/or unwanted reaction 
noted through the cellular events of immune responses. Such down 
regulation processes almost mediated by various cytokines through; 
signal transduction, cell-cell communication and cross-talk [3,7,12]. 

Regulatory Natural Killer Cells

Cellular Immuno-Biology

A large lymphocyte with finely granular cytoplasm commit in 
antiviral and anti-cancerous cells. These cells are known as Natural 
Killer Cells NK cell that belongs to innate immunity with an adaptive 
immune potentials. From the structural point of view these cells are 
devoid from both TCR an BCR. But they have; cytotoxicity receptor 
family (NKp30, NKp44, NKp16, NKp80), type C lectin domain 
containing receptors (NKG2D), the CD2 superfamily receptor and IgG 
receptor (CD16). The legend of some of these receptors up regulated 
by stress and infection like vial haemagglutinins for NKp46, Cd46 
for CD2 and IgG for CD16 [LaRosa and Orange [3]. NK cells have 
distinct subsets with desperate function, location and developmental 
origin. Peripheral blood NK cells can be of two functional subsets 
are known based on expression of CD56 and CD16. the first subset 
isCD56 dim CD 16+ form 90% of the total blood NK effective in 
killing target cells and secret low cytokines. While, the second is CD56 
bright CD16- constitute 10% of the total blood NK but are enriched 
in secondary lymphoid tissues. The effector functions of the NK are 
cytotoxicity and cytokine production. These functions are separate in 
NK subpopulations. The bright and the dim subsets were differing in; 
(i) the expression of inhibitory and activating receptors (ii) adhesion 
molecules and (iii) chemockine receptors (Leunemann et al.) [6]. The 
subsets, Table 1 and immune regulatory subsets of NK cells are; Bright 
[Gross et al. [7] and CD73 + [8].

NK Immune Functions

NK have an array of immune functions as; Controlling T cell 
responses and maintaining homeostasis [Gross et al. [7], Orchestrate 
immune responses, linking innate and adaptive immune responses 
and regulating, T, B and DC [9].

Features Bright Dim

Function Cytokine producers
IFN g, TNF alpha, GMSF Killer, by direct contact of cytokine induced

Receptors CD94, NKG2, CD25, C-KIT, CD62L CD56, CD16, KIR, CD94, NKG2

Chemokine Receptor CCR5, CCR7, CCR3, CXR4 CXR1, CXR2, CXR3, CXR4, CX3CR1

Perforin Negative Perfoin present 

Enrichment tissue Lymph node, tonsil, spleen, peripheral blood Spleen, peripheral blood, lymph node, tonsil

*Adapted from Lunemann et al. [6].

Table 1: Natural Killer Cell subsets*.
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Regulation by Natural Killer Cell, A Mechanistic View

NK cells performed their immune regulatory function using either 
of the following mechanisms; (i) direct contact cytotoxicity of myeloid 
cells, (ii) polarization of TH1, shaping and dampening through cell 
mediated cytotoxicity and (iii) antibody dependent blocked of Qa 1 
NKG2A interaction resulted in potent NK dependent elimination of 
T cells [7,12].

Regulatory NK in Human Diseases

The immune regulatory actions of NK cells are operable in a 
number of human diseases; CD72 NK mediated pathology in tumor 
micro-environment [8], autoimmune and inflammatory diseases [6] 
autoimmune liver diseases [Jian and Wang [9] and multiple seclerosis 
[6,7].

NK in COVID-19

SARS-COV-2 clearance rate, antibody response and disease 
progression in COVID-19 correlate with NK pathophysiological 
status and NK dysfunction is linked to disease susceptibility. Thus 
NK may act as a key element in the switch events from effective to 
harmful immune responses in COVID-19 illness. NK depletion and 
dysfunction correlated with severity and anti-fibrotic activity [10]. 
There were significant reduction in number and function of NK 
attributed to their exhaustion [11].

Regulatory NK in COVID-19

A bidirectional of cell-cell cross-talk of NK with, neutrophil, 
DC, and monocyte/ macrophages have shown elimination of 
neutrophil and DC in a separate experimental settings [12]. High 
NK count, low T cell CD8+ and regulatory CD56 bright CD16-
dim in severe COVID-19 patients [13] as shown in the show case 
analysis with a notable NK subsets of NK reg. in COVID-19 disease 
(Table 2).

Regulatory B Lymphocyte

Cell Immunobiology

B lymphocytes are bone marrow derived lymphocytes. They 
developed in bone marrow and matured in the peripheral lymphoid 
tissues starting with pro B then Pre B, immature B and mature B. 
The immune potentials of B lymphocytes are multiple. As antibody 
producing, antigen presenting and cytokine producing as well as 
immune regulating [3,17].

The Immune Functions of B lymphocytes

Naive B lymphocytes on activation through stimulatory and co-
stimulatory signals by either of; antigen, mitogen and/or cytokine 
they may perform one or more of the following immune functions; 
(i) antibody production, (ii) antigen presentation, (iii) cytokine 
production, (iv) immune regulatory and (v) toleragenesis [17,18].

Regulatory B lymphocytes [B reg.]

Regulatory B lymphocyte express immunosuppressive functions 
via diverse mechanisms. Of which B reg. modulate immune 
responses through secretion of cytokines, IL10, IL35, and TGFB. 
Or by direct cell-cell contact dependent mechanisms. B reg. is 
important to human welfare both in health and disease. In disease, 
however, they are associated with abnormalities both in numbers 
and functions. B reg. accounts for 0.5% of human peripheral blood 
lymphocytes. And expressed a variety of protective and pathologic. 
They take part in the tissue transplantation tolerance and involved in 
creating immune prevealiged sites for the uterine environment and 
neonatal life [17-19].

Regulatory B Lymphocytes Subsets

Human regulatory B lymphocyte is heterogeneous in term of 
number, origin and localities as shown in the following (Table 3).

Features [14] [16] [13]

Disease Mild to severe COVID Mild to severe COVID Mild to severe COVID

Clinical Samples Bronco-alveolar lavage and peripheral blood Peripheral blood Peripheral blood

Investigations Single cell mRNA seq and flow cytometry Single cell mRNASeq. and flow cytometry Single cell mRNA Seq., flow cytometry

Findings CD56 bright CD16 dim NKG2 KSp37 with porin adaptive NK UnconcentionalCD56 dimCD16-
1-NK reg. CD56 bright CD16-dim
2-High NK low CD8+T cell in severe
3-High adaptive/memory like NK cells

Table 2: Show case Analysis of natural killer cells in COVID-19.

Subset Phenotype markers Action Function

B 10 B cells CDD-I+ CD24hi CD27hi IL10 Inhibit IL 17 cells, affect CD+ T cells, macrophages and DCs, expands T reg. an Tri cells

Tim 1 B cells Tim 1 IL10, TGFB Expand T reg. Reduce TH1, increase allograft tolerance

Plasmo-blasts CD27hi CD38hi  IL10 Suppress DC and expands effector T cells

Br 1 cells CD25hi CD71hi CD73hi IL10, IgG4, PDL-1 Secret anti-inflammatory IgG4, reduces different TH cells

Transitional Immature B cells CD24hi CD38hi IL10, PDL-1, CD8+ T cells Suppress TH1/Th17, TNFalpha memory CD8+ T cells, Expands T reg.

CD39+ CD73+ B cells CD39+ CD73+ 5 AMP, ADO Inhibit proliferation of CD4+, Suppression of T cell differentiation

*Adapted from Menon et al. [17].

Table 3: The Subsets of Human B reg.*
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Mechanisms of Action of B reg

The operable mechanisms by which naïve B lymphocytes becomes 
B reg. are; (i) change in CD markers and surface immunoglobulins, 
(ii) stimulation by IL10, (iii) stimulation by IL35 and TGFB, (iv) direct 
cell-cell contact dependent which might be attributed to CD 80 CD86 
PD-L 1 CD40L and CDd 1 d, (v) granezyme dependent cell killing, 
(vi) anergic or tolerizing mechnisms and TLR-BCR engagement 
mechanisms [17,19].

B reg. in Human health and Disease

B reg. take part in; pathogenesis, protection and or promotion of 
human disease as in; cancer of lung, infections, malaria, allergic air way 
inflammation and transplantation Diabetes and pregnancy [17,19].

B reg. in Viral Infections

In human hepatitis B disease immature transition CD19+ CD24hi 
CD38hi and CD19+Il10+ Breg. involved in regulation of the antigen 
specific CD8+ T cells. While, in case of acquired immune deficiency HIV 
disease, activated immature transtionalCD19+CD24hiCD38hi Breg. 
reduces the frequency of HIV infected individuals through suppression 
of CTL function which cause viral persistence. In Deng fever disease, 
CD19+CD24hi CD38hi reduces the severity of the disease. Neonatal 
CD5hiCD10-CD 1chiCD45RACd23loCd24hiC38loIgDloIgMlo Breg. 
produce IL10 that dampen the beneficial cytokine production by TH1 
cells and contribute to severe disease [18].

Breg in COVID-19 Disease

In severe SARS-COV-2 infections the precursors of human 
transitional CD19hi CD38hi B reg. were reduced [19]. In a clinical 
setting in which two men vaccinee were enrolled in immune cell flow 
cytometery, it was evident that Breg was increased post first shot but 
reduced post to the second COVID-19 vaccine dosage [20].

Regulatory T lymphocytes

Cell Immunobiology

The CD4+ T lymphocytes may be differentiated into lymphocytes 
that have the ability to suppress other immune cells including T cell 
responses. These differentiated cells are known as regulatory T cells. 
Their development from naïve lymphocytes can either be thymic or 
extra-thymic. The thymic developed are natural T regs and stably 
expressFoxp3 transcription factor and is eligible for its immune 
suppressive function. The natural T regs are IL2 dependent and Foxp3 
transcription factor producer. The surface markers of natural T regs 
are CD3+CD4+Cd25+ Foxp3+. While, the extra thymic developed T 
regs are of inducible nature. The surface markers of the inducible type 
1 T regs are CD3+CD4+ [3,21].

Human Tregs Subsets

Three main subsets of T regs are known till date. One of which 
is natural and the other two were of inducible nature. The inducible 
subsets are either TGFB or IL10 induced subsets (Table 4).

T regs Immune Functions

T regs expresses an array of immune functions including; negative 
regulation of T cell responses, sustaining immune tolerance, reserve 
immune homeostasis, taking part in establishment of lymphocyte 
anergic state [21]. 

T regs in Human Diseases

In human host microenvironment T regs. may express either 
protective or pathologic functions depending on the nature of the 
surrounding micro-environmental factors. Loss of function mutation 
in the Foxp3 gene lead to; inflammatory autoimmune disease, immune 
dysregulation, poly-endocrino-pathy, enteropathy and or graft versus 
host reaction GVHR. Such mutation may aggraviate human virus 
infections [21].

Tregs in COVID-19

In early stage of SARS-COV-2 infection, activated Tregs. 
Populations potently suppress the recruitment of immune cells such 
as Th1 a CD8+CTLs leading to reducing of the immune responses. 
In mild infection form, T regs becomes increased in numbers and 
could attenuate the inflammatory responses and quench the cytokine 
storm, this event could promotes recovery of the patients. When the 
infection form proceeds towards severity, Treg depletion can enhance 
the activation of pro-inflammatory immune cells and production of 
pro-inflammatory cytokine that leads to hyper-cytokinemia and lung 
injury [21]. The exact role played by T reg. in COVID-19 seemed 
to be controversial among different workers all over the world. In a 
study were 57 mild, severe and recovered patients, peripheral blood 
mononuclear cell were subjected to study Tregs CD25+ foxp3 has 
shown increase in proportion of these cell [22]. Other working group 
use to study 109 mild, severe and recovered patients T regs they were 
found Cd4+CD25+ CD127+ got increased in both proportion and 
numbers of Tregs [23]. No change in CD4+CD25+Foxp3+ Tregs have 
been found in a group of 17 moderate,27 severe and 8 control [24].

Show Case Analysis

A show case analysis was made for two published works; one 
concerning SARS-COV-2 infected patients in Japan and the other 
done on two COVID-19 vaccinee men. The investigation in both 
of the infected Table A and vaccinee Table B, tempted to analyze 
peripheral blood lymphocytes using flow cytometery and immune-

Subsets Immune Nature Inducibility

Natural Developed in thymus, express Foxp3 None

Induced T regs Extra-thymic developed, Foxp3+ indistinguishable from natural T regs Induced by TGFB

Induced type 1 Tregs Extrathymic developed, Foxp3 negative produce high amount of IL10 Under the control ofIL10 conditioned DCs

*LaRosa and Orange [3].

Table 4: Human Regulatory Lymphocyte Subsets*.
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informatic approach of lymphocytes including T regs. Researchers 
reached results of different subsets of Tregs (Table 5) [20,25]

Conclusion

In comparative Biologic sense regulatory lymphocytes as ordered 
in accordance with their chronological order of discovery are; T reg., 
Breg. and NK reg. They are at most immunosuppressive lymphocytes. 
Each of which may include typical or conventional and atypical 
or unconventional phenotypes. The main conventional regulatory 
lymphocytes are; Three T regs, six B regs and two Nk regs. The current 
newly reported regulatory lymphocytes are; Eight T regs, one Bregs 
and one NK regs. Hence the total number of these regulatory subsets 
are; Eleven T regs, seven B regs and three NK regs. These regulatory 
lymphocytes are of suggested basic sharing in common immune 
features as: (i) Natural or induced, (ii) initiated by activation and action 
mechanisms, (iii) mobilized by chemkines and activated by cytokines, 
(iv) own sets of surface inhibitory and/or stimulatory functions, (v) on 
function they may associated with age sex or severity of the disease, (vi) 
the consequences of their immune function in disease either promote 
protection or promote disease and vii- the mechanistic path can be of 
use as chemotherapeutic target. The regulatory lymphocytes shared 
essential roles in pathogenesis and immunology of COVID-19. Though 
therein presence of gaps in understanding of their exact interplay. The 
role of T regs in COVID-19 to date it is still in debate. Leem et al. [16] 
have done a landmark study of natural killer cell including NKregs 
in COVID-19 patients. Maucourant et al. [14] have been performing 
landmark investigation on NK immunotypes as related to severity, 
Bergantini et al. [13] did immunological signature of T cell and NK 
cells on hospitalized COVID-19 patients. They conclude that higher 
frequencies of NK and NKreg. Corresponded to lower frequencies of 
CD3+ and CD4+TCM in severe cases and B cells were not mapped. High 
frequencies of senescent and exhausted NK, and memory CD4+, CD8+ 
T cells associated with severe infection forms. B cells compartment were 
not mapped [Srivastava et al. [26]. Regulatory NK and T regs as well as B 
cells were investigated through mass flow cytometery with an emphasis 
on cell networking were tempted [25] performed profiling study to 
lymphocytes for NK, B and T cells including regulatory lymphocyte 
subsets have been reported in two vaccine men [Gupta et al. [20]. 
Hence full lymphocyte profiling using flow cytometery, single cell RNA 

sequencing and interactome studies including regulatory subsets as well 
as the deduced network in between lymphocyte and other immune cells 
to visualize the way they interacts between them and with other cells in 
mild, moderate, severe and deceased COVID-19 patients still need to 
uncovered. Thus it is being suggested.
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